Abstract-This paper considers soft-message forwarding in a 2-hop wireless network. Previous methods have only considered the source-relay channel quality but ignored the relay-destination channel quality, causing potential sub-optimality especially in a parallel-relay setting. This paper takes a centralized approach by accounting for all the individual channel-segments, and proposes a "Z-forward" strategy, in which the i-th relay represents the forward messages in a parameterized piece-wise linear form: θ i -truncated log-likelihood ratio (LLR) of its reception. This message representation not only is numerically stable, and softinformation-preserving, but also allows us to analytically derive the end-to-end bit error rate (with maximal ratio combining (MRC)), and to compute the optimal values of θ i numerically. The results confirm that previous message-forward proposals, however a good performance in a single-relay setting, will considerably degrade as the the number of relays increases. Next, to further simplify the design, we propose a single threshold θ for all the relays, in lieu of one for each, and show that it strikes a balance between performance and computation. Additionally, with Z-forward, we are able to derive the exact probability density function (pdf) of the final reception at the destination, and subsequently to develop the maximum likelihood (ML) estimator. Extensive simulations are presented to verify the efficiency of the new schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
C ONSIDER a wireless relay network shown in Fig. 1 , where a single source S communicates to a single destination D via the help of a set of parallel relays R i , i = 1, 2, · · · , M. By judiciously employing the supportive relays, a higher endto-end data rate can be achieved from pathloss gains and/or diversity gains. The advantage can also be translated into a lower transmission power, or a better communication coverage [1] , [2] .
A good number of practical signal relaying strategies have been proposed, including amplify-forward (AF) for the nonregenerative strategies and decode-forward (DF) for the regenerative strategies [3] . Geometric analysis and channel-metric based studies show that AF and DF each has its advantages with respect to different relative locations [4] and different signalto-noise ratios (SNR) [5] . One way to combine the merits of Manuscript received November 2, 2014; revised April 14, 2015 ; accepted June 29, 2015. Date of publication July 6, 2015; date of current version November 9, 2015 . This work was supported by National Science Foundation under Grant Nos. 0928092 and 1133027. The associate editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was S. Mukherjee.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TWC.2015.2452917 AF and DF is via opportunistic switching and time sharing, and several useful switching criteria based on SNR and CRC (cyclic redundancy check) have been proposed [6] , [7] . For multi-relay systems, there is also the choice for opportunistic selection using relay selection strategies based on, for example, SNR [8] , [9] and log-likelihood ratio (LLR) [10] , [11] . However, the more challenging case is when all the (instantaneous) relay channels are in fairly bad conditions, in which case neither opportunistic switching (between AF or DF) nor opportunistic selection (among the relays) does much help. To solve this challenge or achieve the so-called "channel recycling" goal of user cooperation-namely, to combine individually useless channels and make them useful again-requires more sophisticated operations. To this end, researchers have attempted estimateforward (EF) [5] , [12] that blends the key aspects of DF and AF: signal processing of DF and soft-forward of AF. Practical strategies include, for example, decode-amplify-forward (DAF) [13] , and soft-decoding-forward (SDF) [14] - [16] , and soft-encodingforward [17] . These strategies generalize the conventional DF practice by allowing the relay to soft-decode the received signal, and then generate a function, rather than a pure replication, of the source signal, where the function may either reflect a level of reliability estimate of the signal, or be a transformation of the signal in some signal or codeword space. Such generalization promises additional gains in many scenarios and especially when channels are less than desirable. For example, it is shown in [13] that in the low source-relay SNR region, decodeamplify-forward (which instructs the relay to soft-decode the reception, amplify the decoder-LLRs, and then forward them to the destination) can double the capacity of AF and DF. This paper is primarily interested in developing an optimal way to achieve signal forwarding in a 2-hop relay network. We focus on non-bandwidth-reduction forwarding (i.e. not compress-forward). The questions that confront us include: What type of information should be forwarded, what function best captures this information, and how should the relay(s) and destination operate. Assessing several possible message representations, we identified LLR [13] as a very desirable form to represent the soft messages, because LLRs represent the reliability of the received signals, are very simple to calculate and conveniently addable, and take a Gaussian distribution (for additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels). We discovered that by using range-limited LLR, we could reap most the benefits out of LLRs, without having to deal with infinite or excessively large values (which may cause numerical overflow issues). We further show in this paper that range-limited LLR is not only simple and effective, but also analytically tractable, thus enabling us to find the optimal thresholds that promise the smallest BER. It is worth noting that, for single-relay systems, an efficient tanh-forward strategy/EF is proposed [5] , where the relay forwards tanh(LLR(x)/2), the hyperbolic function of half the LLR of the reception at the relay. The optimality of tanh-forward in a single-relay setting, in terms of maximizing the SNR at the destination, is also established [5] . However, it fails to achieve the full diversity order [18] and, hence, in a multi-relay setting, it will eventually fall behind AF and DF (at sufficiently high SNRs). Another interesting study [18] proposed to simplify the nonlinearity of tanh-forward via a pre-determined, three-segment, piecewise approximation. The resulting piecewise-forward (PF) scheme was shown to be not only simple, but also capable of reaching a full diversity order; however, the method, being fixed and not specifically tuned to multiple relays, did not achieve performance optimality. As one would expect, a truly efficient forward strategy must account for the collaborative effect of the multiple parallel S−R i −D channels to minimize the overall bit error rate (BER), whereas tanh-forward has clearly no relationship with other S−R i −D segments.
Towards an end-to-end optimality, this paper proposes a new, practical, soft forwarding strategy termed "Z-forward 1 ," where the relays forward a θ -truncated version of the LLRs, where θ is a non-negative LLR threshold that needs to be optimized. If θ = 0, the relay will forward the hard decision (sign of the received signal). Otherwise, the LLR of the received signal will be truncated to θ (−θ), if its value is greater than θ (smaller than −θ ). The key in the design is the choice of the threshold θ i for relay R i . We show that Z-forward subsumes AF, DF and PF as its special case, and that a judicious selection of θ i 's can achieve an overall minimal BER for multi-relay systems (as well as for single-relay systems). Specifically, our contributions include:
We evaluate what soft messages the relay(s) should forward, and propose Z-forward as a class of efficient signal forwarding strategy for 2-hop relay systems. The forwarded message takes the form of a 3-segment piece-wise linear function of the received signal, and is rather simple to compute. We show that it is possible to determine the optimal thresholds θ i 's (i = 1, 2, · · · , M) based on the specific channel conditions, to deliver the smallest overall BER for an arbitrary number of relays (arbitrary M ≥ 1).
2) For Z-forward systems with a single or multiple active relays, we develop both the maximum ratio combining (MRC) decoding and the maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding for the destination. We derive the exact pdf of the received signals at the destination, formulate the overall BER as a function of the thresholds θ i (and the channel conditions) based on MRC decoding, and compute the best values for θ i to minimize the BER. We show that in the single-relay case, Z-forward delivers practically almost the same BER performance as the previously-proposed tanh-forward, and both are optimal; but in multiple-relay case, Z-forward clearly outperforms tanh-forward, PF, AF/DF adaptively switching schemes, and relay-selection AF, DF, EF schemes. Further, since the proposed Z-forward scheme is always better than AF and DF, and AF and DF are shown to attain the full diversity order [6] , [19] , Z-forward is therefore guaranteed of a full diversity also. 3) To ease the computation of θ i , we propose to simplify the original Z-forward scheme, by adopting a single θ for all the relays instead of different ones for different relays. We provide a rather simple rule-of-thumb formulation for θ , which may or may not involve a search for correction term (in a small confined region). Extensive simulations demonstrate that the simplified strategy can still outperform the previous schemes including AF, DF, tanh-forward, and PF.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the system model, and Section III compares different forms of message representation. Section IV presents the proposed Z-forward strategy, and compares it with the conventional schemes. Section V and Section VI compute, for the single-relay systems and the double-relay systems, respectively, the theoretical BER expressions and the optimal thresholds that minimize the BER. Section VII discusses the MRC and the ML estimator at the destination. Section VIII presents the simulation results, and Section IX summarizes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The 2-hop relay system model is shown in Fig. 1 . It consists of a source S, a destination D, and M parallel relay nodes R i , i = 1, 2 . . . M, with no direct S−D link. (Relay selection is a worthy topic of its own, but it not the subject of this paper; hence all the relays are assumed to be active at all times.)
Following the convention, we consider binary phase shift keying 2 (BPSK) with coherent detection. We assume all the links are block Rayleigh fading channels, as this is the case where time diversity is hard to achieve and hence user cooperation is most useful. We further assume that accurate channel state information (CSI) is available for all the links as [11] , [18] , such that the optimal thresholds for the proposed forward scheme can be computed based on the complete (instantaneous) channel condition. This may be expensive to achieve in practice, but it sheds useful insight into what optimal strategies are like, as well as provides an error rate lower bound of what can be achieved.
For ease of the discussion, we will focus on uncoded systems (with some mentioning of the coded system). From a performance perspective, a channel code acts much like a "channel booster" which helps boost the "effective" channel quality. In other words, an AWGN communication channel with a channel coding may be modeled, to the eye of the respective receiver, as a "virtual channel with an improved channel SNR". The proposed strategy applies to the coded systems also.
The proposed Z-forward strategy follows the same 2-phase operation procedure as the conventional AF and DF strategies. In the first phase, the source S broadcasts the signal x S to all the relays R i . Let E S denote the energy per bit used by the source. The received signal at relay R i is given by
where h SR i is the respective Rayleigh CSI with mean zero and unit variance,
) is the AWGN at the relay R i . The equivalent instantaneous SNR for the channel S−R i during each frame is defined as SNR SR i , and measured in 10 log 10
(dB). The average SNR for channel is S−R i is SNR SR i , and measured in 10 log 10
In the second phase, each relay R i sends the processed signals l i to the destination through (mutually orthogonal) channel R i −D. The destination receives, respectively,
is the AWGN at the destination, and β i is the energy normalization/amplification factor. Let E R i = E(|βl i | 2 ) be the energy per bit used by the relay R i , and the instantaneous R i −D channel SNR during each frame is defined as SNR R i D , and measured in 10 log 10
and measured in 10 log 10
The destination collects all the signals y R i D and performs appropriate decoding to get x D , an estimate of the source x S .
III. REPRESENTATION OF SOFT MESSAGES
We now discuss what are the best messages to forward to the relay. From the information theory perspective, if the R i −D channels can be modeled as lossless processes, then as long as each relay is forwarding some "sufficient statistics" of the received signal y SR i , forwarding is done optimally. However, since each R i −D channel is lossy in its own way, the choice of the sufficient statistics will make a difference.
We consider two cases: (i) When relay R i can successfully decode and demodulate the data from S−R i transmission (as indicated by the CRC), then these correctly-decoded bits constitute the simplest form of the sufficient statistics for the source data, and should therefore be forwarded to the destination (possibly employing additional error protection).
(ii) Suppose that the CRC check does not pass, such that the relay is equipped with only the compromised data. Clearly, the relay should defer the hard decisions to the destination, and for that to happen, it is expected to do its best to pass along soft messages indicating the reliability of the reception.
There are a variety of choices for the sufficient statistics of y SR i , and all of them can be viewed as some representation of the probabilistic nature of the estimates. Popular examples include the probability P(x = 0|y), the likelihood ratio P(x = 0|y)/P(x = 1|y), the log-likelihood ratio log(P(x = 0|y)/P(x = 1|y), and the hyperbolic tangent of one half of the LLR tanh P(x)=1|y (where y is short for y SR i and x is short for x S ). In the case of independent channels with individual fading and noisy uncertainty, different choices will likely result in drastically different performances (in addition to different complexity). Below we evaluate and compare these choices of soft messages. (We assume proper scaling is always used to satisfy the energy constraint.) (i) The probability of a bit being 0 [17] , P(x = 0|y): Since P(x = 0|y) takes positive values only, transmitting it directly leads to a one-sided signal space that is energyinefficient. Instead, a scaled-and-shifted version, such as 2P(x = 0|y) − 1, makes for good antipodal signaling. However, we argue that 2P(x = 0|y) − 1 is not a good choice either, because it can be rather sensitive to additive noise and that the impact of the noise is dependent on the value of 2P(x = 0|y) − 1. Consider, for example, the two cases of P(x = 0|y) = 0.95 and P(x = 0|y) = 0.54, both of which encounter the same additive noise of −0.10. The former represents a harmless case where the noise causes 2P(x = 0|y) − 1 to change value from 0.90 to 0.80 (or for P(x = 0|y) to change from 0.95 to 0.90), which preserves the same confident and correct judgment of x = 0. However, the latter becomes a harmful case as 2P(x = 0|y) − 1 changes from 0.08 to −0.02, causing a preference change from x being "0" to x being "1". Such is particularly undesirable, because exactly when the soft messages need to be protected the most (i.e. P(x = 0|y) around 0.5), is when they are most vulnerable to noise. (ii) The likelihood ratio [20] ,
The likelihood ratio takes a value from 0 to ∞ with the tie set at 1. This is clearly not a good choice, not only because it is asymmetric and numerically unstable (when P(x = 1|y) is close to 0), but also because the value approaches infinity very quickly as P(x = 0|y) → 1, making it extremely difficult to normalize the transmit energy.
(iii) The log-likelihood ratio [13] , log P(x=0|y) P(x=1|y) : Log-domain representations are in general more numerically stable than otherwise, with a far less chance for numerical overflow/underflow. The LLRs take symmetric values centered at 0, and have a desirable property of being "addable": namely, two or more LLR values of the same bit (assuming coming from different transmissions) can be directly added together to form the combined reliability of the bit. Further, the renowned Gaussianity property [21] states that, the LLRs extracted directly from a Gaussian channel follow an exact Gaussian distribution whose variance equals twice the mean. However, the drawback of LLRs is also obvious: unbounded value range which makes amplification and modulation difficult.
(iv) The hyperbolic tangent form [5] , tanh 1 2 log P(x=0|y) P(x=1|y) : One of the biggest motivation for using the hyperbolic tangent is its optimality in signal relaying, in term of achieving the maximal SNR and the minimal BER at the destination in the relay system with a single relay node. However, a big pitfall of the hyperbolic tangent value lies in the fact that
and hence, for the reasons stated in the above, these soft messages are highly susceptible to noise when they are weak with rather small absolute values, making the worst case even worse. Since communications are all about rare events (such as an error event probability of once in a million), the worst case tends to dominate the performance. (v) Range-limited LLR: In this paper, we propose rangelimited LLR values as a very efficient choice for soft messages:
where the positive value θ i sets the cap for the absolute LLR value. When θ i = 0,
By judiciously limiting the LLRs to a symmetric bounded range, we can still reap most the benefits of LLRs, without having to deal with infinite or excessively large values. This would considerably reduce the peak-toaverage-power ratio (PAPR) and ease the way to control the average transmit power.
IV. TRADITIONAL STRATEGIES AND Z-FORWARD STRATEGY
Having decided to use the range-limited LLRs as the soft-message, we now detail the operations of the proposed Z-forward strategy. We will first briefly describe some practical traditional relaying schemes and our new strategy. Despite the evolution of the relaying strategies, either linear or nonlinear one, either soft forward methods or hard forward strategies, three basic and practical strategies still most widely used are amplify-forward, decode-forward, and estimate-forward:
• Amplify-forward (AF): Relay nodes scale the (realvalued) S−R receptions in accordance to individual power constraint, and resend these scaled waveforms to the destination. AF can be regarded as a special case of the Z-forward with θ i = +∞ for all i's.
• Decode-forward (DF): Relay nodes decode and demodulate the S−R receptions, and transmit their hard decisions (possibly in a channel-coded form) to the destination. DF is like Z-forward with θ i = 0 for all i's.
• Estimate-forward (EF, i.e. tanh-forward) [5] : Relay nodes compute the minimal mean square error (MMSE) estimate of their S−R receptions, which results in the forwarded messages to take an tanh form: tanh(LLR/2). For a single-relay system, the scheme is shown to maximize the equivalent SNR at the destination.
• Piecewise-forward (PF) [18] : PF presents a simplification of tanh-forward by approximating tanh(LLR/2) using a pre-determined, three-segment, piece-wise linear function. It is a special case of Z-forward with a fixed, nonoptimized, single threshold satisfying tanh((θ/2)/2) = 1/2, which leads to θ = 2 ln(3).
The tanh-forward scheme is derived based on maximizing the end-to-end SNR, 3 the new Z-forward scheme is proposed with an aim to minimizing the end-to-end BER using adaptive thresholds. It is a rather general relaying scheme that subsumes AF, DF, and PF as its special case. The technical details of the proposed Z-forward scheme are given below:
In the 2-hop S−R i −D parallel relay model shown in Fig. 1 , each relay R i computes the LLR from the S−R i channel reception:
Inserting (1) into (6) leads to:
where
, and n 1i ∼ N(0, σ 2 1i ) = N 0,
. 3 Maximal SNR will guarantee minimum BER on AWGN channels, but not necessarily so on other channels. These exact LLR values are then truncated according to (4) and (5) before being forwarded to the destination. Fig. 2(a) illustrates the ensemble statistics of the messages used in various forward schemes conforming to a normalized power constraint at the relay. The x-axis denotes the LLR calculated from the channel reception using (6) . The y-axis represents the different message representations (as a function of LLR). We used an ensemble size of 5000, and the S−R channel SNR of 7 dB. Here the threshold of the proposed Z-forward strategy is set as θ = 8. (The optimal value of θ will be discussed in the next Section.) Fig. 2(b) and (c) are enlarged version of Fig. 2(a) with respect to different LLR's regions. The DF, tanh and Z curves all reach a ceiling floor, and almost overlap when the absolute value of the LLR is larger than 8. Since the thresholds as described at the beginning of this section are different in these schemes, the ceiling of DF and tanh scheme is slightly lower than that in Z-forward.
The overall performance depends heavily on the choice of the thresholds θ i at each relay node R i . Different thresholds would essentially lead to different forwarding strategies, as well as different BER performances. Two extreme cases of our Z-forward strategy is AF, which has a sufficiently high threshold, and DF, whose threshold equals zero. Next we will formulate the threshold selection problem as an optimization problem, and solve it for the single-relay and the double-relay systems.
A number of metrics are available to optimize θ i . Here we consider minimizing the end-to-end BER P e .
min P e (θ 1 , . . . , θ M )
(9) Fig. 2 . Relaying function in different forward strategies.
V. THRESHOLD SELECTION IN SINGLE-RELAY SYSTEMS
We first consider the single-relay system. Since there is only one active relay in the system, the relay node index i is conveniently dropped.
The S−R−D transmission forms a Markov chain, and hence the average end-to-end BER of the overall system P e can be expressed by
The second equality comes from the fact that the channel is symmetric and the signal space satisfies the geometric uniformity, and hence, without loss of generality, we assume x s = +1 is transmitted.
Given that the relay performs "sign preserving" relaying, the optimal decision rule at the destination is to decide on x R = 1 if y RD ≥ 0 and on x R = −1 otherwise [12] . The end-to-end BER can be then written as
The soft message l to be forwarded to the destination can be characterized in three sections: 
Since the destination receives a Gaussian signal y RD ∼ N(βh RD l, σ 2 RD ), we have
P(l = −θ |x s = 1)P(y RD < 0|l = −θ) Gathering (13)- (15) and (10), we can get the expression of the end-to-end BER as a function of the threshold θ , P e (θ ):
After simplification, we get
where I(a, b, x) [22] is defined as
This BER formulation thus completes formulation of the optimization problem in (8) (for the single-relay case).
To better illustrate the problem, we consider a simple case with unit transmission energy at the source and at the relay, and unit fading coefficient for channel S−R and R−D. The solutions to the optimization problem can be obtained using the exhaustive grid search method [23] . The grid search method proceeds as follows: Set the search range as θ = 0 : θ : , where θ is the unit search step or the search precision (0.05 for the single-relay case), and is a very large value (1000 for the single-relay case). Fig. 3 presents the optimal thresholds as a function of SNR SR and SNR RD . In the figure, the SNR of the equivalent AWGN channels varies from 0 to 10 dB. The general results in Fig. 3 work for the AWGN and the block fading channel, as the block Rayleigh fading channel is composed of a full spectrum of instantaneous Gaussian channel with SNR |h SR | 2 /2σ 2 SR and |h RD | 2 /2σ 2 RD . (Given h SR and h RD perfectly known, the block fading channel becomes an instantaneous AWGN channel.) Table I lists the searched values of the optimal thresholds, which will be used in Section VIII for simulation. It shows that in the SNR region of interested, all the optimal LLR thresholds take a fairly small value. As one can observe, for a fixed R−D SNR, the threshold θ of the range-limited LLR would generally increase with the increase of the S−R SNR; and for a fixed S−R SNR, the threshold θ would instead decrease as the R−D SNR increases. The former is due to the fact that as the S−R SNR increases, the mean of the received LLR from the S−R channel (shown in Eq. (7)) tends to increase, and hence the threshold increases along with it. The latter may be attributed to the fact that as the R−D channel gets increasingly better, it would inject less negative impact on the transmission, and hence it would make sense for the relay node to perform DF (the smaller the threshold, the more the Z-forward resembles DF). To shed further insight into the optimal thresholds, Table II lists the value of βθ (and when θ = 0, it reduces to DF, so βθ = 1 even is shown). It reveals that with the fixed R−D SNR, the normalized threshold would increase as the S−R SNR decreases. This suggests that when the channel is in a poor condition, Z-forward behaves more like AF. On the other hand, when both channel R−D and S−R have high SNR, βθ → 1.00, which suggests that Z-forward behaves like DF.
VI. THRESHOLD SELECTION IN MULTI-RELAY SYSTEMS
The more intriguing case is when multiple active relays are involved in the system, allowing the system to reap off beneficial diversity gain, at the cost of a higher complexity. It should also be cautioned, however, that the optimal threshold derived for the single-relay systems is no longer optimal here, and the performance of the entire system must depend on the quality of all the channel segments. As the number of relay increases, the searching for the optimal threshold becomes increasingly harder. Below, we first consider the case of a double-relay diamond network, and propose two sub-optimal methods to search for the thresholds.
A. BER Performance in Two-Relay Systems
Before we derive the end-to-end BER, we briefly discuss the decoding strategy at the destination. Given the availability of the channel CSI, the destination can perform MRC [24] . Though MRC is not the optimal estimation method, performance analysis with ML estimator is quite complicated. With MRC, the signals from every relay will be co-phased and their amplitudes appropriately weighted, before being combined. In our calculation below, the average transmission power at each relay is assumed unit power, i.e. E R 1 = E R 2 = 1.
Let α i be the combining weight for the signal from the S−R i −D transmission, i = 1, 2. We note that the rangelimited LLR l i 's are no longer Gaussian, and although we are able to calculate the exact pdfs for them (see below), it is convenient to simply apply a Gaussian approximation [25] 
i ) in the calculation of MRC weights α i . The Gaussian approximation allows us to approximate the soft-messages l i as
It then follows that the signal received from the R i −D channel can be written as
which leads to the combining weights
After MRC, the destination can simply make a binary decision on the original source x S via sign detection. Now that we have an efficient decoder, we proceed to the calculation of the end-to-end BER. The destination obtains the signal y D (via MRC),
and makes a binary decision (via sign detection). From eq. (2), we have
and f (l i |x S = −1) denote the conditional pdf of l i , conditioned on x s = +1 and x s = −1 being transmitted, respectively.
Consider that l i take the form of a piece-wise linear function of LLR, we get to compute the exact pdf as
where δ(•) is the Dirac delta function. We use f n R i D to denote the pdf of the noise n R i D :
Thus the pdf of the signal received from each S−R i −D transmission can be expressed by
where ⊗ indicates the convolutional operation. The analytical results can be found in (28) and (29), shown at the bottom of the page. Again, without loss of generality, we assume that x S = +1 was transmitted. The overall instant end-to-end BER can be calculated as This BER formulation thus completes formulation of the optimization problem in (8) for the double-relay case.
The BER of M-relay system (M ≥ 2) can be computed by the similar way.
To help illustrate, we demonstrate in Fig. 4 and Table III the optimal threshold results for the 2-relay AWGN channels with SNR SR 1 = SNR SR 2 , and SNR R 1 D = SNR R 2 D . The search range is as θ 1 = 0 : θ 1 : 1 and θ 2 = 0 : θ 2 : 2 , and the grid parameters are set as θ 1 = θ 2 = 0.1 and 1 = 2 = 1000. Since the two parallel channel are statistically identical, they have the same MRC weights and the same thresholds θ . It is worth pointing out that, even though the second relay channel is like an exact replica of the first, when both are employed, the optimal thresholds (optimized in the double-relay context) are drastically different from those optimized in the single-relay context in Fig. 3 and Table I . This suggests that the results obtained from single-relay systems may not serve the multirelay systems as well as one would hope. The value of the thresholds are much larger than they are in Table I . When the threshold is large, the message forwarded by the relay(s) (which are the Z-truncated LLR values) will preserve more reliability information from the original S−R LLR values, compared to smaller thresholds. The reason that it is beneficial for the 2-user case to preserve more details in reliability information, is that LLR details can be helpful when the two relaying branches combine their results. For example, it may be helpful to the common destination to know that one branch has a (normalized) LLR of +3.75 and the other has a (normalized) LLR of 3.19, rather than have two branches truncated to the same absolute value but with opposite signs (as in the case of a small threshold). In comparison, the single-user case does not have a second relaying branch to help it, and hence may not benefit much from preserving LLR details. Table IV shows the optimal threshold results with
The search range is as θ 1 = 0 : θ 1 : 1 and θ 2 = 0 : θ 2 : 2 , and the grid parameters are set as θ 1 = θ 2 = 1 and 1 = 2 = 500. Since the two S−R−D are different, with the weaker one picking up a slightly larger value, and the difference between the optimal thresholds θ 1 and θ 2 is fairly small, we also evaluated the option of using the same threshold θ for both relays (even though the two channels are quite different). The results are shown in Table V . We see that the optimal thresholds increase with the increase of either the S−R SNR or the R−D SNR, meaning that the system favors the preservation of more soft information to the next stage. This is because the system now has two parallel relays that can help each other, and hence preserving the details can help the relays to collectively determine the overall data reliability in a finer manner.
B. Sub-Optimal Z-Forward in Multi-Relay Systems
Clearly, the complexity of finding the optimal thresholds increases with the number of relays, and can become tedious when many active relays are present in the system. We thus propose to simplify the design by adopting a single threshold θ for all the relays in M ≥ 2 parallel-relay systems.
Extensive experiments show that the thresholds will in general increase with the channel SNRs, and that the optimal value is usually greater than 2. Hence, we propose the following ruleof-thumb for the single "unified" threshold:
where SNR SR i and SNR R i D are the instantaneous SNR of channel S−R i and R i −D, ε is a modification coefficient. We then perform neighborhood optimization of over its search region [a, b] , where the optimality is indicated by the largest corresponding BER whose expression is given in (31). Clearly, when the search range continues to increase (i.e., a → −∞ and b → ∞), the neighborhood optimization eventually becomes a global, exhaustive grid search. In general, we found that a search region of [−3, 3] seems sufficient. We term this simplified version Z-suboptimal 1 scheme.
We can further simplify the mechanism by dropping the correction term and inserting in (32) the average SNR SR i and SNR R i D (rather than instantaneous SNR SR i and SNR R i D ). This results in an extremely simple scheme, which we call Z-suboptimal 2 scheme. 
VII. ESTIMATION AT DESTINATION
In the multi-relay 2-hop network, we assume that the destination also knows the threshold that are used by the relays, so it can match its decoding process with the relay process. Two decoding methods are available at the destination. The first is to combine the signals from different relay nodes using MRC as in (23) , and to make a hard decision on the combined signals. This estimation method is easy to carry out for destination. Mathematically, the estimated bit can be expressed by
In addition to the MRC, the destination may also perform a ML estimation. In Section VI, we applied the Gaussian approximation to characterize the pdf of the received signal at the destination. Since l i does not follow the Gaussian distribution exactly, the MRC decoding does not yield the true optimal estimate.
ML estimator can expect to produce (slightly) better results. We have already formulated the end-to-end BER in the previous section, and subsequently computed the thresholds θ i for Zforward. Based on these θ i , we can derive the conditional pdf expression of the l i , the soft-message that is to be forwarded by the ith relay, as shown in (28) and (29).
The ML estimator then makes the hard decision based on the following rule:
We note that ML decoding is optimal in all cases, and can generate both soft and hard results. The downside, however, is the high complexity (in evaluating the conditional pdf in (28) and (29). In comparison, MRC is simpler, but could only generate optimal hard decisions in a single-relay system.
VIII. NUMERICAL RESULTS
This section evaluates the numerical results of the proposed forward scheme under both the AWGN and the block Rayleigh fading channels. The frame size in a block Rayleigh fading channel is set to be 500 bits. All the relays will individually follow the constraint of unit average transmission power (for each frame).
We evaluate the proposed Z-forward scheme, as well as a variety of existing schemes serving as the benchmark. The profiles of these schemes are described in Table VI . We also compared Z-forward with two kinds of adaptive schemes: 1) Adaptive AF/DF schemes in a double relay system, in which each relay node switches between AF and DF according to appropriate criterion, such as the SNR of the S−R channel, the theoretically estimated performance of the S−R−D channel, and the decoding result of the S−R channel. 2) Relay-selective AF, DF, and EF schemes in a double-relay system, in which the better relay (i.e., the better S−R−D channel) is instantaneously selected. Repetition code is used to ensure for a fair comparison in bandwidth and power among all the schemes.
We first test the Z-forward scheme with different fixed thresholds over AWGN channels in a diamond network. Suppose all the 4 channel segments have the same SNR. The SNR value varies from 0 to 10 dB. As shown in Fig. 5 , the BER performance reveals obvious difference with different thresholds. When SNR R i D is low, smaller thresholds tend to achieve better performance; as SNR increases, the optimal threshold value also increases. This is consistent with the numerical results in Fig. 4 . Figs. 6 and 7 evaluate the performance of Z-forward, AF, DF, and EF/tanh using MRC decoding on block Rayleigh fading channels, with statically-identical S−R−D channels in Fig. 6 and different S−R−D channels in Fig. 7 . Both the optimal thresholds, and the two suboptimal simplifications, are evaluated with Z-forward. Several observations can be made. 1) In a single-relay system, AF performs the worst while all the others perform similar. 2) In a multi-relay system, AF performs the work at low SNRs, but catches up and outperforms DF and EF at high SNRs. Z-forward always yields the best results, with its simplified versions (which have very low complexity) performing on par with the other conventional schemes, and the one with the optimal thresholds perform strictly better.
3) The gains of Z-forward become considerably larger as the number of parallel relays increases. With 3 parallel relays, Z-forward suboptimal 2, suboptimal 1, and optimal have demonstrated about 0.5 dB, 0.8 dB and 1.5 dB gain over AF, respectively. Figs. 8 and 9 evaluate the performance of Z-forward, and PF using ML decoding on block Rayleigh fading channels, with statically-identical S−R−D channels in Fig. 8 and different S−R−D channels in Fig. 9 . Z-forward with MRC is also shown for comparison purpose. We see that Z-forward suboptimal 1 and suboptimal 2 have an advantage of some 1 dB and 0.5 dB gain over PF. In Fig. 10 , Z-forward is compared to three AF/DF switching schemes based on the S−R channel condition [27] , the theoretical performance under the current S−R−D channel condition, and the S−R decoding results at the relays [11] . In the first adaptively switching scheme (legend "S−R SNR"), AF is used if the instantaneous SNR of channel S−R is larger than the average SNR of the channel, and DF is used otherwise. In the second scheme (legend "S−R−D BER"), the theoretical S−R−D performance is calculated for both AF and DF, and the better one is picked. In the last scheme (legend "S−R decoding"), the relays will try to first make a hard-decision of the S−R transmission, if there is no error, then the system proceeds with DF. Otherwise, it goes with AF. In all the schemes, the destination knows exactly which one of AF and DF is employed by each relay, so that appropriate combining coefficients would be used. It can be observed that both AF/DF adaptive schemes based on S−R−D BER and S−R decoding results can reach the full diversity. We see that Z-forward always performs the best, because the adaptive schemes are like switching between Z-forward with θ = 0 and θ = +∞, rather than using the optimal θ at all times.
We also compare Z-forward with relay selective schemes in a double-relay system in Fig. 11 . In the relay-selective AF, DF, and EF schemes, the CSI of all the channels will be utilized to pick the best relay, such that the instantaneously better S−R−D channel is always selected and used. A rate 1/2 repetition code is adopted in the selective schemes for fairness in bandwidth and energy. We see DF relay-selective scheme performs better than the AF and EF selective ones. However, it falls behind the Z-forward scheme by almost 1.2 dB at the BER of 10 −4 . Z-forward still produces the best performance of all.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have studied the problem of soft-forward for 2-hop relay networks with multiple parallel relays. The primary contribution is the proposition of a new relaying strategy termed Z-forward. The forwarded soft messages form a three-segment piece-wise linear function of the signal LLRs, whose simplicity allows us to compute its exact pdf and to subsequently formulate the end-to-end BER. We show that Z-forward subsumes the traditional AF, DF, and PF schemes as its special case, and with optimal thresholds, the performance can be considerably improved. Two sub-optimal Z-forward schemes are also proposed to reduce the complexity. In a single relay network, optimized Z-forward performs on par with the previously-proposed tanhforward/EF scheme, and both are practically optimal. However, in a multi-relay network, the new scheme is noticeably better by around 1 dB on block fading channels, and the gain is more prominent with more relays. All the Z-forward schemes can reach a full diversity order, with either MRC and ML estimation. The techniques developed in this paper are for BPSK systems. An interesting future direction would be to consider networks with possible high-order modulation, and to develop extensions of the Z-forward for models equipped with powerful channel coding.
